THE Z GETS PERSONAL

ISO 100—51200

20.9 megapixels

3.2-in. tilting touchscreen monitor

Eye-detection AF

4K UHD video without a crop

CREATE. EXPRESS. IMPRESS

Z ON THE GO
EXPANDING POSSIBILITIES WITH POWERFUL AND COMPACT LENSES

PERFECT COMPANION FOR CREATORS

- 4K UHD video without a crop
- Time-lapse movies with in-camera image stitching
- Interval timer photography

MAKE A SECOND LAST A LIFETIME

- 11 fps* high-speed continuous shooting

SHINE EVEN IN LOW LIGHT

- Powerful ISO of 51200 brings life to images even in low-light conditions

SIMPLICITY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

- Call up 12 settings instantly with the fully customisable button
- Touch sensitive LCD monitor

EXPRESS YOURSELF

- High-quality selfies made fun and easy with tilting monitor
- Eye-detection AF is also available in self-portrait mode

STAY TRUE TO YOUR VISION

- Deep, comfortable grip
- Intuitive, single-handed operation
- Optimal viewing under bright sunlight with easy-to-see EVF

SHARE THE EXCITEMENT

- Quick image transfer to your smart devices

*When using a mechanical shutter, in continuous H (extended) release mode.